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ONE MAN AND HIS SHOES  tells the story of the phenomenon of Air Jordan sneakers

showing their social, cultural and racial significance and how groundbreaking marketing

strategies created a multi-billion-dollar business. 

But it is also a story with a dark side — manufacturer Nike's high price tag and genius

marketing strategy has fuelled a demand so high that since 1989, young people have

killed and been killed for a pair.  Nike has turned a blind eye. This film is a parable of

America's dark love affair with consumer capitalism and celebrity culture.

THE FILM



THE FILMMAKERS

Director
Yemi Bamiro has directed documentaries for Channel 4, BBC, SKY and VICELAND, where Gaycation (hosted by
actress Ellen Page) was nominated for an Emmy Award in 2016. ONE MAN AND HIS SHOES is his first feature-
length documentary. 
 

Editor
Michael Marden has edited BAFTA and NTA award-winning shows for major UK broadcasters across a variety of
genres, both long and short form.
 

Producer
Will Thorne spent over ten years producing TV and branded content before setting up Break Em Films to produce
narrative and feature documentary films. Shortlisted for the BFI Vision Awards, ONE MAN AND HIS SHOES is the
second feature film he has produced. 

Executive Producer
Christopher Hird is the founder of Dartmouth Films, one of the UK's leading producers and distributors of
independent theatric documentaries. Dartmouth's films have been shown at international festivals such as
Sundance, IDFA and BFI London and sold to broadcasters and platforms across the world. 



STYLE AND STORYTELLERS

Using a mix of archive and graphical animation to support a storyline set in motion by those who made it happen —
characters from the world of sport, music, fashion and culture — we are taken back through an era that feels so
distant, even nostalgic, but was only a few decades ago…
 
Contributors include Michael Jordan's close friends and associates like David Falk (his former agent), David J Stern
(NBA commissioner 1984-2014), Sonny Vaccaro (the man who scouted him), his biographer Roland Lazenby and NBA
legend Hakeem Olajuwon.  

But for Director Yemi Bamiro, it was important to use a contemporary animated style that gives the film a super
stylised look and fast paced effect. With a soundtrack and score that nods to the 80s and 90s hip hop scene, so
inextricably intertwined with this brand, the film blends retro cool with the contemporary for a youthful feel.



SYNOPSIS

The film starts in 1980s America. African American communities across the country were in the midst of a crack
pandemic and Reagan’s war on drugs wasn’t working. Michael Jordan was still just an exciting young prospect at
the university of North Carolina. The National Basketball Association (NBA) was struggling with its TV viewership
numbers as well as trying to tackle a cocaine epidemic amongst some of its biggest stars. 
 
Nike was also a struggling company at this time, making only running and tennis shoes. But Nike's marketing
executives saw an opportunity to branch out into a team sport that anyone could play. At that time, most
endorsement deals were for teams – all the players wore the same shoes. Nike wanted to change that and to
build a brand around one player.
 
Also at this time, other companies' marketing was out of touch with both the grassroots of the sport and ‘The
Kid’ — the teenager or young adult who played ball with their friends on every street corner in America.
Employing legendary basketball scout Sonny Vaccaro to pick an up and coming talent to bet the house on, and
then finding a young black director called Spike Lee to make the TV commercials, Nike was about to launch
Michael Jordan and his shoes into history.

Like any phenomenon, all of this happened with a little bit of luck and good timing. What Nike had no’t planned for
was the first shoes to be banned. When this happened, it created a perfect marketing campaign and opportunity
for Nike — the shoes became a must-have for The Kid. 
 
When this was matched with the sporting prowess of Michael Jordan, who went from strength to strength on
the court, breaking records, and becoming an all rounder winning machine who was literally flying through the air
to score, the Air Jordan phenomenon went global and sneaker culture went into overdrive, with collectors rapidly
surfacing throughout the world.



Put simply, if you watched Michael Jordan on Sunday nights in the NBA pulling off incredible feats, then you
wanted a pair of Nike Air Jordans — Nike knew this and promoted the shoes accordingly, but with a high price
tag.
 
However, this all came at a cost. Human life. The first known publicised and reported murder happened in 1989.
Since then, violence and murder around the release of high profile limited edition Air Jordan sneakers have gone
hand in hand. An unspoken corporate taboo made clear by Nike’s inability and reluctance to ever address the issue,
with the same going for Michael Jordan. 
 
We show how this is still happening in the US today with a Houston mother Dazie Williams, whose son was
murdered for a pair of Air Jordans. We see how she and her family have dealt with this crime, her thoughts on Air
Jordans' response and sneaker release strategy, which arguable led to her son’'s death. 
 
This is a film that tells the hidden story of a brand and its impact on global popular culture from a historical and
social lens. The key players in this drama piece together the fascinating story and explain how and why it
happened. The film will be a content rich, engaging, compelling and fun voyage through American history in
relation to sport, race, politics and business to help us understand what we have today.



Why did you make this film?
I was a Chicago Bulls fan in the 90s and by proxy a Michael Jordan fan too. For as long as I can remember, I’ve
been fascinated with how Michael Jordan became the world’s most marketed sportsman in history. That started
with Nike. Countless other brands would follow, but Nike is the endorsement deal which has made MJ a
billionaire. It has always surprised me that no one has ever made a film about the mechanics of the Nike
endorsement deal, given it would become the blueprint for every athlete of a certain stature moving forward. I
wanted to explore this story in detail and understand how it all happened. 

Is the final film, the film you set out to make or did something change along the way?
I set out to make a film which explored the phenomenon of Air Jordan sneakers from a cultural and socio-
economic perspective, detailing their impact on popular culture and showing why nothing has ever eclipsed what
Nike and Brand Jordan have achieved in terms of relevance and financial clout. In many ways, I feel
that I've made that film. However, when I first started on the project, I did place a hefty emphasis on the
collector culture around Air Jordans. There are elements of that still in the film, but it isn't a huge part of the
overall film. 

Who did you make this film for?
I made the film for sports and sneakers fans as well as those interested in the mechanics of brand
marketing and mass consumer culture. I also made this film for people who are interested in complex and
layered human interest stories. I would hope this film is for everyone, it tells a lot of stories and touches on
themes that are in some way connected to how we are as a society, and the capitalist world in 2020 that we all
live in. 

 

What was your approach to directing this film?
Not to give up! Ha! I think when you're making a low budget, independent film, your approach just has to be
resilience. It’s really tough work. As far as my artistic approach to the film, it was important that we had all the
men and women who were integral to the story in the film. I was a little hell-bent on ensuring that this
happened. I wanted the people who were in the rooms and making the deals. I didn't want second-hand
accounts. DIRECTOR Q&A

YEMI BAMIRO



How did you approach the project aesthetically and visually?
I wanted to combine the aesthetic of a traditional talking head documentary with handheld actuality. I knew that
from the start of the process. I also knew that I wanted to ease people into the story but throw in something a
little unexpected later on. We wrestled for ages in the edit with exactly how we do this. We went with our
instincts as well as what we thought worked best. I always wanted this to be visually entertaining and cool, in
the way the marketing of these products is, reminiscent of the 90s so I'd always planned to use a house
graphics and animation style to bring it all together. Tonally, our focus was always on making the best multi-
layered documentary we could. Those documentaries are my personal favourite. 

 

What inspires you as a filmmaker?
As clichéd as this is going to sound, stories and people inspire me. A film lives and dies by a good story with
intriguing and multifaceted characters. 

What was the most exciting / funny / incredible situation you faced during production?
Getting to interview David Falk, Michael Jordan's former agent, was fun. He was a powerhouse agent to some of
the best NBA players in the history of the game. His office in Washington is a shrine to his remarkable career —
vintage Jordans, props from the film Space Jam and pictures of him with some of the greatest players to grace
a basketball court.

DIRECTOR Q&A
YEMI BAMIRO



CONTRIBUTORS

David Falk, former agent of Michael Jordan
David Falk is an NBA superagent who has represented more than 100 NBA players. He’s widely considered the
most influential player agent in the league's history and represented Michael Jordan from the start of his career,
helping to secure his lucrative deal and help turn him into a brand.
 

Jamele Hill, sports journalist
Jamele worked nearly 12 years for sports conglomerate ESPN. She wrote a column for ESPN.com's Page 2 and
formerly hosted ESPN's His and Hers.  She made headlines beyond the sports world in September 2017 when she
tweeted on her personal account that Trump was a “white supremacist” and “the most ignorant, offensive
president” of her lifetime. Then-White House press secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders called for Hill to be fired,
and Trump himself said Hill was bad for ratings.
 

Sonny Vaccaro, former scout and Nike marketing executive
When Nike decided they wanted to branch into basketball after dominating the running market, they relied on
Vaccaro’s eye for talent. Arguably, without Vaccaro there might not have been a Jordan and Nike endorsement
deal. When asked if he would bet his house on Jordan ‘making it and becoming a special player — the league’s
best ever player’ — Vaccaro replied, "Yes, put it all on the kid".

Scoop Jackson, sports writer
Raised in Chicago, Scoop has written for basketball and hip hop magazines for at least 25 years, executive edited
SLAM Magazine, XXL, and edited Hoop and Inside Stuff. He has also written for Vibe, is a frequent guest on radio
and TV sports talk shows, and is regularly featured on ESPN's Sports Century series.



Peter Moore, former Nike designer
Peter has a legendary status in sneaker culture, having designed the original Air Jordan 1 and wings logo. An
integral team member that secured the deal, he went on to design the Air Jordan 2 before working at Adidas and
setting up his own design agency. He still lives in Portland, Oregon.
 

Dazie Williams, whose son was killed for his Air Jordans
Dazie and her daughter Jocelyn give us a real case study in sneaker crime as we follow them through the court
trial of man who killed their son and brother over a pair of Air Jordans.

David Stern, former NBA commissioner
David Stern was the commissioner of the National Basketball Association from 1984 to 2014. He is widely
recognised for changing the perception of basketball in the US and globally. Michael Jordan said of him that “he
guided the league through turbulent times and grew the league into an international phenomenon, creating
opportunities that few could have imagined before.”
 

Jim Riswold, Nike marketing and ad exec
Jim Riswold spent his professional career at Wieden+Kennedy creating memorable and effective campaigns
foremost for Nike. His commercials “Bo Knows;” “Hello World” featuring Tiger Woods;” and the work that paired
Michael Jordan and Spike Lee as Mars Blackmon defined a new era in advertising and entertainment, as well as
selling shoes.

CONTRIBUTORS 



Nike began selling the Air Jordan 1 shoes in 1984; they have now reached Air Jordan 34. 

The Jordan brand is currently ranked number 2 in US athletic footwear sales, trailing only its parent company, Nike.  

The brand generated a record $3.14 billion in revenue for the 12 months ending May 2019. 

Michael Jordan’'s annual cut is an estimated £130 million, four times that of LeBron James, the #2 sneaker deal earner in basketball.

$1,000: Average sale price on resale platform StockX for the Air Jordan 1, made in collaboration with rapper Travis Scott, that Nike released in May

$11,000: Amount paid on StockX in March for a pair of extremely rare Jordan IV Retro Wahlburgers, first released last year

$1.19 billion: Michael Jordan’s estimated net worth as of June 2019

Killings over Air Jordans have been regularly happening since 1989.  The last reported murder over a pair of Air Jordan sneakers took place in September

2019 in Denver, Colorado when a 14-year-old schoolboy was shot to death for the coveted shoes.

 

BRAND FACTS AND FIGURES
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